
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an ops associate. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for ops associate

Ensures all supplies are ready in advance of all activity (fixtures, collateral,
demo, security fixtures)
Ensures daily walk through of stores are completed using a checklist to
maintain cleanliness, organization and issue resolution
Ensures all smallwares and fixtures are in excellent working order
Process invoices in Markview/Readsoft through validation which consists of
verifying Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software correctly identified
key invoice information including but not limited to invoice number, invoice
date
Process AP General, Agency, Sub-Contract invoices and consolidated supplier
invoices
Responsible to coordinate the centralized planning, direction, and control
required to meet the cost, schedule, and performance goals throughout the
life-cycle of their assigned programs
Monitor, update, and report on Program(s)/B&P/IR&D performance/status in
accordance with the Capture Management and Planning (CMAP), Program
Management and Planning/Tracking (PMAP/PMAT), Operations Management
and Planning/Tracking (OMAP/T) and CPPM processes
Support PM/PD as representative with the customer on their assigned
program(s)
Responsible to maintain close contact with the customer organization to
ensure the highest possible level of customer satisfaction
Ensure a continuous line of communication is kept open with the appropriate
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problems, identify follow-on business opportunities and prevent unwelcome
surprises

Qualifications for ops associate

Identifying areas of improvement in the process and bringing to the notice of
the senior members
Mentor the reporting team, identify areas of process improvement like
automation, cross trainings
Attend Team meetings and review meetings and address the issues with the
help of DMs
Set yearly goals and work towards achieving those
Thorough understanding of all aspects of Operations Associate I and II
position, with the ability to meet goals and standards established by the
department
Excellent interpersonal, written and verbal communication skills r required


